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Pretending She's His 2013-11-19 new york times bestselling author kelsie leverich serves up fun sexy and hot flirty
and dirty book blog in her new hard feelings novella where a tempting little lie turns into so much more eva riley is
the maid of honor at her best friend s wedding and it just so happens that her ex is the best man eva s a straight
shooter and definitely not the damsel in distress type but with her pride on the line and her ex s heart on his sleeve
there might not be enough champagne in the world to get her through this weekend trevor owens may be one hell
of a good friend to eva but he s always wanted to get the fiery redhead between the sheets so he swoops in and
offers a solution to her ex problem they can pretend to be together just for the weekend but when their little game
of make believe is over will they be able to tell what s real and what s only pretend includes previews of the first
two hard feelings novels the valentine s arrangement and feel the rush praise for the hard feelings novels hot sexy
and steamy i was hooked from the first page until the last sydney landon new york times bestselling author sexy as
hell and kept me up all night i couldn t put it down abbi glines new york times bestselling author
A Pretend Betrothal 2013 bonded by books and united by a purpose the mayfair literary league has taken on a new
mission for better or worse the bachelors of london won t know what hit them when these bookish ladies set their
sights on the men in their lives who don t see them for who they truly are yet can she reclaim her childhood best
friend and convince him to love her lady tabitha malton spends her days caring for her mother who feigns illness to
keep tibby at her side tibby can t bring herself to protest until the mayfair literary league proposes a new agenda
perform a bold act to catch the notice of their secret crush michael shaw isn t the same man who left england s
shores a decade ago to serve in the military but his well meaning mother doesn t seem to understand her
insistence that he take a wife is driving him mad how can he consider marriage when he feels broken and battered
inside a pretend betrothal might be the perfect solution for them both tibby isn t the same person either she s
grown into a beautiful woman whose intelligence and grace intrigues him at every turn a pretend kiss upends his
world until he s no longer certain what he wants with one exception her tibby knows she s in over her head and has
already lost her heart to the handsome captain will her bold move lead to love or heartache join the ladies of the
mayfair literary league as they pursue their happily ever afters a matter of convenience book 1 a pretend betrothal
book 2 a mistaken identity book 3
Pretending She's His 2020-12-08 she s home for the holidays with her starchy fake boyfriend although she s the
fun and outgoing one julie tam has always lived in the shadow of her older sister charlotte now charlotte has a good
career and a great boyfriend whom their parents love and julie has neither of those things her blind date with tom
yeung is disastrous however he s exactly the sort of guy her parents would like a methodical strait laced pharmacist
who even folds his underwear and wears paisley ties so she pretends they re a couple to impress mom and dad in
their phone conversations when her mother insists that julie bring tom to her hometown for christmas tom who has
no plans for the holidays agrees but julie doesn t know how she ll tolerate a whole weekend in his company
especially when they have to share a bed and participate in a gingerbread house competition together the man is
irritatingly proper and set in his ways except after hours of baking and skating and opening presents she s starting
to find tom annoyingly attractive and even endearing and now she doesn t want this holiday weekend to end jackie
lau writes soft and steamy romances with asian characters this novella is part of the cider bar sisters series a
collection of interconnected standalones about friends who regularly meet up at a cider bar in toronto 1 her big city
neighbor 2 his grumpy childhood friend 2 5 her pretend christmas date 3 the professor next door 4 her favorite
rebound 5 her unexpected roommate also available in audio read by emily woo zeller keywords christmas romance
holiday romance fake dating novella asian hero asian heroine asian romance rom com romantic comedy
contemporary romance steamy romance canadian romance opposites attract baking ice skating bad first date
happy ending
Her Pretend Christmas Date 2020-01-28 a delicious and all new reimagining of lauren blakely s original fake fiancé
romance i don t mean to just blurt it out why yes i m engaged but once i say it to a potential client there s only one
logical thing to do cast the role of my fake fiancé easy enough as a casting director my job is to find the most
talented players for every part so i choose dreamy edgy sexy sarcastic reeve and i sign him up for one week in the
role of mine it s not as if i ll fall for him in five nights even if we get a little cozy one night at theater it s not as if i ll
want more even after a scorching afternoon in the stacks of the new york public library i can t let myself because on
friday at midnight the curtain falls on our fake romance the pretending plot is a reimagining of pretending he s mine
rewritten in first person and expanded from a novella to novel length
The Pretending Plot 2021-09-06 an fbi agent is investigating an elusive kidnapper what she doesn t count on is
becoming his next victim from usa today bestselling author a r shaw
Pretend You're Here 2000 bianca rogers is ready to forget her worries for a while and celebrate her brother s
wedding at the exotic bandicoot cove resort the last thing she expects is to be knocked off her feet literally by
brody evans the chemistry between brody and bianca is undeniable she s everything he wants in a woman she s
sexy warm friendly delicious and overwhelming attraction quickly grows to full blown lust but they ve come to the
island with baggage that can t be ignored forever and their previous mistakes and the circumstances that have led
them to the island soon demand attention as desire transforms into love it s time to see if the past is going to get in
the way of any happy ever after there could be in their future each book in the bandicoot cove series is a
standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order series order book 1 tropical sin book 2 paradise found book 3
island idyll book 4 sunlit surrender book 5 sunset heat book 6 moonlight mirage
Pretend You're Dead, Okay? 2017-06-12 mindwarp has been named to kirkus reviews best of 2011 list the florida
writers association also awarded the title novella its top prize for short fiction in the 2011 royal palm literary award
competition in this award winning collection of short fiction a deranged author turns a barroom buddy into his
fictional foil as he warps his own and the friends reality beyond recognitionan ageless man sits on a rock in the
desert on yom kippur waiting for a goat to be brought to hima shanty town child saves and befriends a crippled
rabbit hit by a speeding car only to face the impersonal cruelty of modern lifea woman rides a bus in silence to her
family homestead once a year concealing her personal mystery from the bus attendant a neighbor who grew up in
her sheltering shadowa shell shocked war veteran waits beside railroad tracks each day for his tormentor to pass
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kirkus which bills itself as the world s toughest book critic describes the work as a scintillating collection that uses
offbeat character studies to wrestle with snaky issues of identity and self knowledge quirky opaque figures abound t
he quality of hberts prose his deadpan realism mordant wit and acute powers of description ground his flights of
abstraction in the soil of experience a beguiling blend of high concept narrative and old school literary chops the
entire kirkus review can be accessed at kirkusreviews com book reviews indie richard hebert mindwarp
Sunlit Surrender (A Sexy, Beach Romance Novella) 2011-04-19 an oprah magazine editors pick and
publishers weekly best of the season it s the summer of 1982 in blacksburg virginia seven years after the suspicious
death of a son and sibling and the sobel family is hungry francie dresses in tennis skirts and ankle socks and weighs
her grams of allotted carrots and iceberg lettuce her semi estranged husband tate prefers a packed fridge and
hidden doughnuts daughters enid ten and vivvy almost thirteen are subtler versions of their parents measuring
their summer vacation by meals had or meals skipped but at summer s end secrets both old and new emerge and
francie disappears leaving the family teetering on the brink told from alternating points of view by the four living
sobels pretend we are lovely is a sharp and darkly funny story of forgiveness family secrets and the losses we
inherit at its core is the ever complicated and deeply devoted bond of sisterhood as the girls left mostly to their own
devices must navigate their way through middle school find comfort in each other and learn the difference between
food and nourishment
Mindwarp, a Novella 2017-07-18 dieter hess an aged spy is dead and john bachelor his mi5 handler is in deep deep
trouble death has revealed that the deceased had been keeping a secret second bank account and there s only
ever one reason a spy has a secret second bank account the question of whether he was a double agent must be
resolved and its answer may undo an entire career s worth of spy secrets
Pretend We Are Lovely: A Novel 2015-01-27 get the scoop of what happened between the dryaton family in
before salzburg one second and one lie is all it took to turn life on its head parker drayton s fourteen year
relationship with his live in partner julia grosvenor has long turned sour yet he finds contentment in his thriving
hotel business and his two young sons but an early arrival home leads to the discovery of a life shattering
admission one that crumbles the very foundation of his family unsure of whom to trust or what to do one thing
becomes painfully abundantly clear ignorance is not bliss before salzburg is best enjoyed after reading spiral and
torn books 1 and 2 of the salzburg saga
The List: A Novella 2024-01-14 in 1940s london during world war ii teenager belle maurice is sent to the london
countryside to escape the bombings in the city she knows she will miss her mother and worry about her father who
is away fighting in the war but she has no idea what awaits her in the manor where she is to live she finds friends
with the staff but the mysterious and elusive master of the house mr prince frightens her what would she make of
this man who appeared only for dinner and disappeared into his room at other times would he be like the dreaded
bluebeard in beauty and the beast bringing girls to his mansion only to kill them in a cellar should she steer clear of
him or reject her fear and reach out to him having prayed that god would help her see the beauty in the world and
other people she knew she had a daunting dilemma finding the magic is a novella that poses a question can belle
teach mr prince to find the magic in a world where all magic seems to be long gone
Before Salzburg: A Novella (The Salzburg Saga #2.5) 2018-09-29 expanding earth a novella family members
recall dr nathan talking about the work s futuristic vision of planet earth s biosphere being so burdened with the
densest ever human population that conditions require most people to live a subterranean existence there simply is
insufficient above ground dry land capacity to accommodate all members of the species at ground level dr nathan
believed that the story could support an engaging entertaining and provocative movie given its context set in an
earth that is more overpopulated than imagined in any other book the novella was intended as a satirical warning of
malthusian eventualities if humans continue to fail to take control of their potential fate in a 2004 letter dr nathan
described the book as dealing with a problem that is worldwide the writing is plot driven and contains a wide variety
of characters many readers will find in it an underlying satire of current events genesis as metaphor an essay dr
nathan enjoyed teaching a university and life long learning course titled the bible as literature he had observed that
most authors writing about the bible appeared to be bound by a particular religious belief system and were much
less interested in the bible as a literary tome than as religious doctrine he was sympathetic to presenting catholic
jewish protestant islamic and fundamentalist interpretations as part of the course but he insisted they be treated
only as particular interpretations the genesis as metaphor essay exemplifies his approach to this subject area
Finding the Magic: A Novella 2015-09-04 su ling chen will do anything to rebel even show up at her father s birthday
bash with motorcycle riding bad boy mitch kurtz but love has a way of turning the tables when mitch ignites su ling
s true passions she s left with a choice defer to family expectations or love the man who has stolen her heart 25
000 words previously titled dragon for dinner other titles by kathy lyons night studies
Expanding Earth (a novella) and Genesis as Metaphor (an essay) 2013-02-20 from new york times and usa
today bestselling author rachel van dyken comes a new story in her seaside pictures series it s not every day you re
slapped on stage by two different women you ve been dating for the last year i know what you re thinking what sort
of ballsy woman gets on stage and slaps a rockstar does nobody have self control anymore it may have been the
talk of the grammy s oh yeah forgot to mention that i ty cuban was taken down by two psychotic women in front of
the entire world lucky for us the audience thought it was part of the breakup song my band and i had just finished
performing i was thirty three hardly ready to settle down except now it s getting forced on me seaside oregon my
band mates were more than happy to settle down dig their roots into the sand and start popping out kids
meanwhile i was still enjoying life until now until my forced hiatus teaching freaking guitar lessons at the local
studio for the next two months part of my punishment do something for the community while i think deep thoughts
about all my life choices sixty days of hell it doesn t help that the other volunteer is a past flame that literally looks
at me as if i ve sold my soul to the devil she has the voice of an angel and looks to kill i would know because she
looks ready to kill me every second of every day i broke her heart when we were on tour together a decade ago i m
ready to put the past behind us she s ready to run me over with her car then stand on top of it and strum her guitar
with glee sixty days i can do anything for sixty days including making the sexy von abigail fall for me all over again
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this time for good damn maybe there s something in the water every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story
for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we
hope you ll enjoy each one as much as we do
Dinner With a Bad Boy (A Novella) 2019-11-18 schemes and plans go awry for an heiress in search of a title in
engaged in passion a seductive regency romance by jade lee a merchant s daughter with a massive dowery
francine richards has one task marry an aristocrat but no one except lackwits and fortune hunters is offering
marriage then disaster strikes francine falls in love anthony pierce is a far cry from a titled lord a bookkeeper in her
father s shop anthony s ambition is to revolutionize the family business but he s fallen for the boss s daughter when
escaping passion proves impossible francine creates a new scheme but can they have a future despite their families
objections or will their desires destroy their only chance at happiness lee s beautifully nuanced characters and
impeccably crafted historical setting are guaranteed to cast their seductive spell the chicago tribune bridal favors in
series order engaged in wickedness wedded in scandal engaged in passion wedded in sin
Abandon: A Seaside Pictures Novella 2019-10-22 from new york times and usa today bestselling author rachel van
dyken comes a new story in her my summer in seoul series make it or break it or maybe just break them ah ri has
been training under yk management in korea for two years without any results she doesn t fit the typical mold for a
successful k pop idol image literally down to her blood type she has six more months before college entrance
exams which means she only has six months to make it as an idol before her dreams are crushed things take a turn
when two of the most famous male idols break away from their group and decide to form their own co ed group a
rarity and wonder of all wonders they need one more girl it would be the perfect opportunity except she hates them
they are arrogant entitled rich little snobs who want the world to worship the ground they walk on to make matters
worse the only reason they came to her was because they are desperate which means she needs to prove herself
even more tempers and personalities collide when she s forced to either accept the position or give up on her
dream but what happens when you suddenly go from anti fan and enemy number one to stuck in a love triangle
between two boys you were born to hate but are somehow falling in love with and will the group survive the
heartbreak that follows when she finally makes her choice every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for
new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope
you ll enjoy each one as much as we do reviews for the anti fan and the idol rachel van dyken takes us back to the
glamorous and edgy world of kpop in the anti fan and the idol a my summer in seoul novella she dives into the
emotional side of the fast paced and demanding musical industry with the ups and downs pp s bookshelf wow this
short story packs a full novel punch i was sucked in from the first page and didn t want it to end kara two book
pushers this novella had it all between an emotional pull great chemistry and endearing romance and a group of
characters who draw you in and have you invested in them and their story kari s book reviews and revelations
another hit for rvd fans rachel can write enemies to lovers romance like no other allthebooks
Engaged in Passion (A Bridal Favors Novella) 2022-10-03 a drop in spook parlance is the passing on of secret
information it s also what happens just before you hit the ground old spooks carry the memory of tradecraft in their
bones and when solomon dortmund sees an envelope being passed from one pair of hands to another in a
marylebone café he knows he s witnessed more than an innocent encounter but in relaying his suspicions to john
bachelor who babysits retired spies like solly for mi5 he sets in motion a train of events that will alter lives
The Anti-Fan and the Idol: A My Summer In Seoul Novella 2018-10-30 a curvy it manager enlists the aid of a sexy
fitness freak to help her lose weight before she attends her ex boyfriend s wedding
The Marylebone Drop: A Novella 2016-10-01 kurt vonnegut s first and last works come together for the first
time in print in a collection aptly titled after his famous phrase we are what we pretend to be
Worth the Wait (A Novella) 2013-10-08 america mason a sassy undergrad at eastern state university is in love
with a maddox shepley maddox unlike his cousins shepley is more lover than fighter but a road trip to her parents
home in wichita kansas could mean the next step or the end of everything
We Are What We Pretend To Be 2015-08-15 bounty hunter lily crow never thought she d step foot in laurel
valley again especially since there s a warrant out for her arrest but when her skip ends up in the peaceful resort
town she has no choice but to go after him to claim her reward even at the cost of running into the cop who would
be happy to put her in handcuffs it only makes the situation more awkward that the cop in question is her husband
sheriff blaze o hara isn t surprised to see lily back in laurel valley they ve always been like moths to a flame but it s
time for both of them to grow up and realize they work better together than apart he ll help her catch the bad guy
but it s the happily ever after he wants
Something Beautiful: A Novella 2024-05-28 from a 1 new york times bestselling author comes a gripping thriller
novella about a college football player s investigation into the unsolved disappearance of a local legend who
seemingly vanished into thin air forty years ago herschel ruggles the most legendary player on the mighty johns
football team at draven university disappeared after scoring a record breaking touchdown instead of tossing the
ball to the referee after his near mythical athletic feat or celebrating with the nearly 25 000 spectators in the stands
ruggles continued running ball in hand into a passageway that led deep underneath the field to the mighty johns
locker room and was never seen again his disappearance has mystified the community for decades until another
player merlin north a brilliant physics major helps break ruggles s record for kickoff returns after that north turns
detective and becomes fixated on discovering what happened to herschel ruggles investigating ruggles s
mysterious disappearance however will prove unexpectedly dangerous for north as evidence of murder and ghostly
visions reveal the truth to be far more stunning than he ever could have anticipated includes a teaser for a
gambling man david baldacci s second archer novel available now
Return to Laurel Valley: A Novella 2021-07-13 four previously published novellas available now at one low price
the governess affair three months ago governess serena barton was sacked now she s demanding compensation
from the man responsible a petty selfish duke but it s not the duke she fears hugo marshall handles all the duke s
dirty business and he s been ordered to get rid of her by fair means or foul if only he didn t find her so compelling a
kiss for midwinter miss lydia charingford is always cheerful and never more so than at christmas time still no matter
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how hard she smiles she can t forget the dark secret that nearly ruined her life but someone else knows the truth of
those dark days the sarcastic doctor jonas grantham she wants nothing to do with him or the butterflies that take
flight in her stomach every time he looks her way what happened at midnight fleeing the consequences of her
father s embezzlement mary chartley takes a position as a lady s companion only to find herself a virtual prisoner at
doyle s grange her employer s house and then the nightmare truly begins the man she loves who also happens to
be the man from whom her father stole shows up at her door seeking recompense and she has no way to pay him
the lady always wins railway financier simon davenant has waited seven years for a second chance with virginia
croswell his childhood sweetheart and best friend he s not about to let his impending financial ruin destroy the
opportunity this time he ll do anything he can to secure her hand in marriage even if it means losing her heart for
good these novellas were previously published as standalone titles together they are 124 000 words long about 33
more than a full length novel
The Mighty Johns: A Novella 2014-05-01 laura had made it she had survived years of abuse and heartache now
happily married with two great children she wanted nothing more than to enjoy life and all of her blessings but
when opportunity knocks laura is faced with her past once again and must put it to rest once and for all will she
survive or will fate finally have its way with her
A Novella Collection 2011-06-01 two long time best friends go through a divorce and end up falling in love with each
other
Struck, a Novella 2019-12-27 queenie is one of six rescued wolves walking slowly to the den dug out under a large
boulder i crawled in using my flashlight there they were six of them staring at me they did not seem frightened but
whined a little i picked each one up and looked them over one at a time and they seemed in pretty good shape
staring intently at me with their penetrating eyes this was such an amazing experience it s likely the bounty hunters
poisoned their parents and siblings and these were the survivors i was their savior i have never felt such instant
bonding overwhelmed with desire to make a life for these beautiful critters of the wilderness
Untied: A Novella 2018-02-02 alexis thomas finally has her life on track at 26 she s a well respected nurse with a
home of her own and great friends the only downside she still can t shake the crush she has for her best friend s
brother shane alexis has fantasized about dating shane since the eighth grade but she s finally accepted the fact
that shane will always prefer svelte blondes to her own curvy figure and that it s time to move on that is until alexis
gets volunteered to be part of shane s demonstration is shane only toying with her emotions or is he actually
interested in something more
Queenie; a Novella 2016-04-11 claudia mulcahey has one day valentine s day to cater the biggest social event
glenwood connecticut has seen in years if she succeeds her catering business fantasy feasts will flourish if she fails
she may go bankrupt but a lot can go wrong in one day car accidents spilled dip crushed cakes and the distraction
posed by ned wyatt sexy bachelor brother of the party s shrewish hostess once he gets a taste of claudia s
homemade chocolate kisses he wants claudia catering only to him
Cuffed: A Novella 2014 adrian ludlow a novelist with a distinguished reputation and a book on the a level syllabus is
now seeking obscurity in a cottage beneath the gatwick flight path his university friend sam sharp who has become
a successful screen writer drops in on the way to los angeles fuming over a vicious profile of himself by fanny
tarrant one of the new breed of rottweiler interviews in a sunday newspaper together they decide to take revenge
on the interviewer though adrian is risking what he values most his privacy david lodge s dazzling novella examines
with wit and insight the contemporary culture of celebrity and the conflict between the solitary activity of writing
and the demands of the media circus sharp intelligent surprising and fun the times
Starfish : A Novella Collection 2012-07-12 holly jenkins watched her best friend finally get her happily ever after
while there s no one more deserving than avery jackson holly can t fight the longing and ache that settles in her
chest when she thinks about her own solitary life after kissing so many frogs holly starts to wonder if prince
charming even exists jase bentley is worn out as lead singer of the award winning rock band bent jase has
everything he could possibly ever want at his fingertips when you re on top the music industry moves everything
within arm s reach money fame and women just ripe for the plucking everything except for the one thing he s really
looking for the one dream he can t seem to make come true what happens when two people from different worlds
meet and are thrust into unfamiliar and unsettling territory can holly navigate the demands of dating someone with
a high profile profession can jase walk away from the only lifestyle he s ever known for the first woman who s ever
made him want to promises are made but can they keep them
Chocolate Kisses (A Novella) 2012-03-31 a young woman s predictable life on a hen farm is turned upside down
when she receives a cryptic letter from her missing brother and sets off on a road trip to find him kidnapping a
socially awkward autistic man along the way
Home Truths: a Novella 2015-04-23 notorious for leaping off roofs maiming foreign royals and that twerking
incident brinley cantrella of estau is nobody s definition of a good princess she s fearless and bold not good and
gracious and after a lifetime of being told she s unfit to be queen wearing the crown and helping to usher estau into
a new era is the one dream she s never dared chase but when her older sister abdicates the throne all brinley has
to do to inherit the role is not twerk not maim anybody and definitely not get caught fooling around topless with
prince finn her childhood crush the only man she s ever loved and her sister s former future husband finn embodies
the definition of good tall and handsome serious and honorable he always does the right thing including agreeing to
marry his ex s sister to cover up this latest scandal brinley has fallen down stairs broken teeth and broken bones
but this is the first time her heart has ever been broken she now has the crown and the prince and on the surface
life is good but is being married to a man everyone swears could never love her back good enough
Promise Me: A Novella 2013-01-03 featuring a preview of the highly anticipated new thriller speaking in bones this
ebook original novella showcases 1 new york times bestselling author kathy reichs at the peak of her powers in
bones on ice forensic anthropologist temperance brennan gets wrapped up in the ultimate cold case a death on
mount everest it is called the death zone the point on everest nearly five miles high above which a climber cannot
be rescued more than 250 souls have lost their lives there most of the bodies remain abandoned frozen in place
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when an earthquake leads to a miraculous recovery dr temperance brennan is hired to identify the frozen
mummified human corpse the victim is the daughter of a wealthy charlotte couple who never got the chance to say
goodbye but far from offering solace and closure tempe s findings only provoke more questions what happened on
mount everest was the young woman s death an accident why aren t the other climbers talking and how far will
those hiding the truth go to make sure the past stays buried praise for kathy reichs and the temperance brennan
series a genius at building suspense new york daily news kathy reichs writes smart no make that brilliant mysteries
that are as realistic as nonfiction and as fast paced as the best thrillers about jack reacher or alex cross james
patterson reichs a forensic anthropologist makes her crime novels intriguingly realistic entertainment weekly one of
the most distinctive and talented writers in the genre sandra brown every minute in the morgue with tempe is
golden the new york times book review each book in kathy reichs s fantastic temperance brennan series is better
than the last lisa scottoline reichs always delivers a pulse pounding story publishers weekly i love kathy reichs
always scary always suspenseful and i always learn something lee child
Cracked: A Novella 2017-11-27 madison and liam are life long friends that grew up in queens ny liam knew as a
junior in high school that madison was no longer the girl next door now as two successful adults they will need to
decide if they will pursue their love or keep their relationship platonic with the help of the people closest to them
madison and liam are encouraged to pursue the feelings they have expressed for each other since their teenage
years will liam finally be able to convince madison that their love is the realest or will madison continue her search
for something that has been right in front of her all along
Bad Princess: A Novella 2015-06-30 another sexy adventurous historical romance from the rita nominated author of
eighteen novels lisa ann verge bound by a family curse maeve journeys to the samhain fires of a distant village for
one purpose alone to conceive a child with a nameless stranger the gentle giant who catches her eye proves a
passionate lover but when moonlight gives way to dawn maeve has no choice but to leave him behind for the
strong irishman she d spent the night loving is now the one man she can never have
Bones on Ice: A Novella 2020-02-19 on a bright afternoon in february 1910 thirteen year old tommy dumont
witnesses the most stupendous event he has ever seen the first flight of a powered airplane in denver history but
only months later this enterprising son of a wealthy banker is living on the city s streets and alleys because his
father is appalled by the epileptic seizures that have begun to regularly overtake him eventually looked after by
both an irish immigrant who earns her living as a prostitute and denver s renowned juvenile court judge ben lindsey
tommy survives by his bountiful wits and his determination to make something of his life despite his seizures until
the judge make a life changing request of him tommy is a remarkable character and his story is one of courage and
the meaning friendship tragedy and redemption martin is first and foremost a consummate storyteller says kirkus
reviews daily bread is a novella that will capture your heart and linger in your memory
Friends & Lovers : A Novella 2013-11-25 one ordinary afternoon anna clive finds her apparently neatly ordered life
unravelling when she answers the phone to an acquaintance ossie who tells her that his lover has died before
begging for her help what follows is an extraordinary glimpse into the private hopes and fears of a group of
characters bound inextricably to one another by their humanity their secrets and their love beautifully written and
deeply moving secret lives is a classic novella by the celebrated author and critic francis king that examines why we
must sometimes tell lies to lead the lives we desire and what happens when those lies come inevitably to light
The O'Madden: A Novella 2023-12-10
Daily Bread: A Novella 2013-11-21
Secret Lives: a novella
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